Recently in proving certain existence theorems for non-alternating and for interior transformations of a continuum onto a simple arc 2 it was observed that when a transformation of one of these types was set up, usually it satisfied in large measure conditions which brought it also under transformations of the other type. This suggests the existence of common ground shared by these sorts of transformations, and it is the object of this paper to exhibit the nature of such. Our principal conclusion is to the effect that, under certain auxiliary conditions, any interior transformation ƒ(M) -D of a compact continuum M onto a dendrite D can be factored into the form f=f2fi where fi(M) = M' merely shrinks sets of type f~l(p) (p an end point of D) into single points and is topological elsewhere and fî{M') =D is nonalternating and interior. However, we first prove two theorems on the relation between the non-alternating property of a transformation of a continuum into a dendrite and the connectedness of the inverse sets for the end points of the dendrite. 
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COROLLARY. In order that an interior transformation f {M) =D of a compact continuum M onto a dendrite D be non-alternating it is necessary and sufficient that for each end point p of D, f~l{p) be connected.

THEOREM 3. Let M be a compact continuum, let D be a dendrite and let H be the set of all end points of D. Any interior transformation f(M) =D such that the collection [f~l(p)], p t H, is semi-closed* can be factored into the form f=f2fu where j\ is equivalent to f on f~~l(H) and topological on M-f~l{H) and f2 is interior and non-alternating.
PROOF. Let us decompose M into the sets f~1(p) f p tH, and individual points of M-fl {H). Since the collection \f~l(p)\ p t H, is
semiclosed, it follows by a result of the author's 6 that this decomposition is upper semi-continuous. 7 Let M' be the hyperspace of this decomposition and fi(M) -M f the associated continuous transformation. Now for each x f t M', let us define f%{x f ) =ffr 1 (x')-Then clearly f(x) =/ 2 /i(x) for x e M. The continuity of ƒ2 results at once from that of/i and/. Furthermore, since ƒ is interior it follows 8 that/2 is interior. Finally, since for any end point p of D we have that fï* l {p) =/i/~1(£) is a single point of M', it follows by Theorem 2 that ƒ2 is non-alternating. This completes the proof of our theorem.
Since any finite collection of disjoint closed sets is semi-closed, we have the following corollary:
COROLLARY. Any interior transformation of a compact continuum into a simple arc {or into a dendrite with only a finite number of end points) can be factored into the form described in Theorem 3.
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